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Climate Change Adversely Affects Maple 

Syrup Production
According to peer-reviewed research published by Ministère des Forèts, de la Faune et des Parcs, 
Quêbec, as well as the Canadian & US federal governments:

1. Warmer summers improve maple tree growing 
conditions increasing maple sap yields (+), but 
lowers Brix levels (-)

Every 1’C increase in avg summer temperature 
reduces Brix in the following season by 0.1’ Brix.

2. Increased variation in climate shortens the effective
harvesting window for maple sap (-) and reduces 
cold hardiness of maples (since sugar is a natural
anti-freeze for them), reducing sap quality and 
quantity (-). 

A progression of daily min winter temperature 
from -40 to -14’C can produce a yield variation of 
353 ml/tap (-)

3. The effect of which will impact warmer regions more 
than others e.g. maple syrup production in the New 
England states & southern Ontario parts of Quebec could
disappear (-)

4. Despite an increased opportunity for production in 
north-central Quebec & Ontario, depending on the assumed rate of climate change this could result in 
15% - 22% less yield by 2050 (a conservative prediction given the 30-50% decline in yield experienced 
in 2020 across Ontario and Quebec) (-)

5. Increasingly shorter winters will eventually result in the merging of fall and winter harvesting windows 
as sap flow days may shift by 20 – 30 days in each window by 2100 (-)
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How is it even possible for maple syrup 

producers to become carbon-neutral?

 Maple syrup producers have an advantage over most other agricultural products 

– their crop trees are preserved during the harvesting of maple sweet water

 Fruit orchards have the same advantage of preserving their crop trees during harvest

 Maple Syrup crop trees are a natural mechanism for carbon sequestration

 The smallest maple tree that is tapped has already sequestered over 1oo lbs of CO2

 Even a small sugar bush of 100 young maples sequesters over 1 ton of CO2 / year

Type of Tree / Espece d'arbre Sugar Maple /Erable à Sucre

Circumference of tree at Breast height / Circonférence à 1.5 m de taille 10.0                                                    in

Age of Tree (leave blank if unknown) / L'age d'arbre (optionelle) yrs

Height of Tree Above Ground (Blank if  unknown) / Taille d'arbre (optionelle) ft

Diameter of tree at Breast height (in) / Diamètre (po) 3.2                                                      

Above Ground Weight /  Hors sol Poids 66.6                                                    lbs

Total Green Weight / Poids verre 79.9                                                    lbs

Average Dry Weight / Moyenne de matière sèche 58.0                                                    lbs

Carbon Content / Contenu de carbonne 29.0                                                    lbs

CO2 Sequestered To Produce That Carbon / CO2 requis pour ce sequestration 106.2                                                 lbs

Total CO2 Sequestered in Tree / Sequestration totale dans l'arbre 48.3                                                    kg

CO2 Sequstered Per Year / CO2 sequestrée par ans 2.8 kg CO2 per yr 



What about all the wood that is burned in 

evaporators?

 Burning wood, oil, or propane does result in CO2 emissions

 However, by working smarter, a maple syrup producer can work within the carbon budget 

established by the annual sequestration of their sugar bush

 There are 2 key practices that producers can leverage to become carbon neutral

 Reducing the amount of sap needing to be boiled (e.g. ice removal, reverse osmosis)

 More effective heat management within the evaporator itself (e.g. doubling efficiency)

 The combination of these (to varying degrees) can result in net-zero emissions

Input Brix Level 2 Input Brix Level 2

Output Brix Level From RO 8 Brix after Removing Ice 3

  

Sap Reduction Factor 75% Benefit from RO Sap Reduction Factor 33% Benefit from Ice Removal

Input Brix Level at start of boiling 8 Input Brix Level at start of boiling 3

Syrup Brix Target 66.5 Syrup Brix Target 66.5

Amount to Boil 22% of original volume of sap Amount to Boil 64% of original volume of sap

With Reverse Osmosis Without Reverse Osmosis



Is this greenwashing?

 We do NOT rely on a 100-year 
lifecycle argument for claiming net-
neutral operation

 I.E. that wood is a renewable fuel

 We follow internationally accepted 
guidelines for carbon accounting 
established by the GHG Protocol 

 We account for all Scope 1, 2, & 3 
emissions

 We use accepted risk management 
methodology for assessing Scope 3 
emissions risks that are not disclosed 
by suppliers

 We operate our production activities 
on an annual net-neutral basis

 Regardless of whether the evaporator 
uses wood, oil, or propane as fuel



This might work for the little guy but what about 

large-scale producers having over 10,000 taps?

 Larger producers have larger carbon budgets because their sugar bush is massive

 A producer with 21,000 taps will have a carbon budget of nearly 0.5 M Kg CO2/yr

 Larger producers also have larger reverse osmosis capacity and tend to use more 

heat-efficient evaporators

 Reducing sap volume by 75 – 90% reduces Scope 1 energy emissions proportionally

 Larger use of electricity contributes less than 5% to Scope 2 emissions

Sequestration per Hectare 4,886         Kg CO2 / yr Séquestration par Hectare

Sugar Bush Size 100             Hectares Grandeur d'érablierie

Potential # Taps Per Hectare 209 Entailles par Hectare

Total Taps 20,900       Entailles Totale

Expected Syrup Yield per Tap 1.5 L Montant de Sirop Anticipée par Entaille

Overall Carbon Budget 488,615    Kg CO2 / yr Budget de Carbone en Gros

Allocated to Scope 1 92% 449,526                    Allocation pour Portées 1

Allocated to Scope 2 5% 24,431                      Allocation pour Portées 2

Allocated to Scope 3 3% 14,658                      Allocation pour Portées 3

488,615                    



1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 Taps in Each Range /Entialles par Catégorie

Species / Espèce 12-16 in 17-21 in 22-26 in 27-31 in 32-36 in 37-41 in 42-46 in 47-51 in 52-56 in 57-61 in 62-66 in 67-71 in 72-76 in 77-81 in > 82" Type

Sugar Maple /Erable à Sucre 7 7 26 24 35 25 20 21 13 2 1 1 2 184 Maple / Erable

Oak. White / Chêne blanc 4 11 4 3 10 6 6 5 1 50 Hardwood / Feuillu

Silver Maple / Erable Argenté 2 2 Maple / Erable

Other Hardwood / Autre Feuillu 0 Hardwood / Feuillu

Other Softwood / Autre Résineux 0 Softwood / Résineux

Subtotal Trees / Arbes 7 11 37 28 38 35 28 27 18 3 1 1 2 0 0 236 Trees / Arbes

Subtotal Taps / Entailles 38 35 28 54 36 6 3 3 6 0 0 209 Taps / Entailles

Non-Tappable Ranges / 

Catégories non-utilisable

Tappable Ranges /Catégories Utilisable

How do you determine the amount of CO2 

sequestered?

 We use an inventory of trees in the sugar bush that includes both tappable and non-
tappable trees

 A producer can use the actual inventory (done during annual tapping) or

 Use an inventory from a representative area (minimum 1 hectare) and multiplied to the scale 
of their sugar bush

 We provide a toolkit that includes an ex-post calculation method published by the 
University of Arizona that calculates the green weight of the tree based on its size and 
adjusts for the mole ratio between CO2 sequestered and Carbon content of that tree’s 
mass

 Once we know the amount of carbon stored, we can use the tree’s height to estimate 
its age and divide to get the average amount of carbon sequestered per year



How easy is it for producers to become net-zero?

 We provide a toolkit that can be used to explore how much sap reduction and 

heat improvement they need to work within their carbon budget

Example Showing

Zero Sap Reduction

Scenarios



Examples for same producer with 33% and 

75% Sap Reduction Scenarios

33% Sap Reduction 75% Sap Reduction

Note that the producer illustrated in these scenarios can reduce wood 

consumption from 21 to 5 cords if they fully employ both best practices



How do you improve heat management?

Improve the generation of heat by 

employing energy released by BOTH 

primary & secondary combustion

 Primary combustion occurs at 

550’F (the ignition point of wood)

 Secondary combustion occurs at 

1100’F (the ignition point of the 

exhaust gases)

 We DO NOT NEED TO INCREASE 

HEAT to produce secondary 

combustion, we need to increase 

air flow

Improve the use of heat by the 

evaporator once it has been generated

 Maximize the retention of hot 

exhaust and flue gases

 Create air flow that recirculates 

heat into secondary combustion 

chambers

 Reduce heat loss due to radiation 

and escape of hot gases

 Avoid premature loss of heat due 

to suction via the chimney
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Stack Temp = Fire Temp – (Absorbed Heat – Radiant Heat Loss)

1st Law of Thermodynamics –

Preservation of Energy

 Primary combustion produces both exhaust gases and volatile fuel gases

 Secondary combustion releases energy in volatile fuel gases and can double the 
amount of energy released from primary combustion

 If your stack temp is too high,
you are wasting heat that should
be used to boil sap

 Most commercial wood evaporators
are less than 50% efficient,
older evaporators are less 
than 15%

 Improving evaporator efficiency
generally produces dramatic
improvement in fuel consumption
and proportional reduction of CO2
emissions
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Improving use of heat

 Why allow the heat to escape

out the chimney when you can

still use it to boil sap?

 We improved our 20+ yr old evaporator 

from 13% to 78% efficiency 

 As measured by the amount of BTU 

consumed to boil sap vs the BTU 

capacity of the wood used



Scope 1 Activities Scope / Portée 1 Direct Emissions /  Emissions Directe Wood / Bois Gasoline / l'Essence Diesel Nat Gas / Gaz Naturel Oil / Huile Propane

(M BTU) (L) (L) (CuM) (L) (L)

Production Activities / Activités principale

Tapping / Taper

Preparing Lines / Preparation des lignes 0.1

Installing Taps / Entaillage 0.1

Harvesting / Récolter 

Pumping Sap / Pomper la Sève

Hauling Sap / Transporter la Sève 0.1

Boiling / Ebullition

Fuel Consumption / Consommation de carburant 5.71                           

Packaging /Emballage

Finishing Syrup / Finissage de sirop 4

Pre-Heating Bottles / Chauffer les bouteilles

Hot-Packing Syrup / Emballage à chaud

Making Candy & Derivative Products 

Frabricant des bon bons et autres produits

Selling / Vendre

Labelling Bottles / Installation des étiquettes

Transport to/from Storage

Transport a stockage et gestion de l'inventaire

Transport/ Shipping Product to Sales

Transport ou l'expédition a vendre 10

Advertising & Promotion / Publicitaire

Subtotal by Fuel Type / Sous-totale par gendre de carburent 5.71                           10.3 0 0 0 4

Supporting Activities / Activités de soutien

Taps, Lines, Buckets / Chalumeaux, linges, seaux

Labels / Etiquettes

Transport of Bottles to Sugar Shack from Store

Transport des nouvelles bouteilles chez vous 10

Boxes and other packaging / Boîtes et autres emballage

Backup Generator Fuel Use / 

L'essence pourlune génératrice auxiliaire

Cleaning lines & buckets / Lavage des lignes et seaux 6

Cleaning Evaporator, Pans / Lavage de l'evaporateur et pannes

Cleaning Storage Tanks / Lavage des reservoirs

Boiling & Storage Area Cleaning / 

Netoyage des chambres d'inventoire et de bouillage

Waste Disposal /  Traitement des déchets

Thinning & Pruning / Eclaircir et élaguer les arbres 0.5

Removal of Dead/Cut Wood / Reclammation de bois 1

Cutting Wood / Couper le bois

Splitting Wood / Fender le bois

Transporting firewood / Transport des bois de chauffage 4

Subtotal by Fuel Type / Sous-totale par gendre de carburant 0 15.5 0 0 0 6

Total Consumption by Fuel Type / Totale par gendre de carburant 5.71                           25.8 0 0 0 10

Conversion Factor / Facteur de conversion (Per GHG Protocol / Env Cda) 118.1662555 2.27 2.681 1.888 2.753 1.515

Production Activities / Activités principale 674.7                        23.4                                  -                              -                                                     -                            6.1                                 

Supporting Activities / Activités de soutien -                             35.2                                  -                              -                                                     -                            9.1                                 

Total Kg CO2 Scope 1 / Portée 1 674.7                        58.6                                  -                              -                                                     -                            15.2                              

90% 8% 0% 0% 0% 2%

Woodlot - Sugarbush Management /  

D’abattage dans votre érablière

Purchasing (Transport or Shipping) / 

Achat (transport ou expedition)

Power Generation / 

Generation d'électricité

Sanitation / 

Nettoyage et Lavage

Wood Fuel Preparation

Preparation de bruler

 The toolkit provides an easy way to 
summarize fuel usage across all 
Scope 1 activities

 Provides a checklist of primary and 
supporting activities

 Over time we may customize 
different checklists for different 
sizes of producers

 The toolkit facilitates the 
conversion of total fuel usage into 
carbon emissions

 Uses Canadian and Internationally 
approved conversion factors



Scope 2 Activities

 The toolkit provides an easy way to 
summarize electrical usage across all Scope 2 
activities

 Provides both AC and DC electrical summaries 
(DC is not illustrated)

 Over time we may customize different 
checklists for different sizes of producers

 The toolkit facilitates the conversion of total 
electrical usage into carbon emissions

 Uses Canadian conversion factors for the 
major maple syrup producing provinces:

 Quebec

 Ontario

 New Brunswick

 Nova Scotia

 Manitoba

Scope / Portée 2 Electrical Usage / Consommation de l’électricité Hours of Kw Used Electricity

Operation Per Hr (kWhr)

Maple Syrup Equipment / Equipment acéricole

Pumps, Sap Lifters / Pompes 0

Reverse Osmosis System / Système d'osmose inverse 0

Evaporator / Evaporateur 0

Filters, Filtration Systems / Système de filtration 0

Extractors, Moisture Traps / Extraction et  piège à humidité 0

Finishing / Bottling / Finissage et embouteillage 0

0

Refrigeration / Réfrigération 0

Cleaning / Washing / Nettoyage et lavage 0

Monitoring / Système de Surveillance 0

0

Lighting / Eclairage

Sugar Shack / Cabane à sucre 15 0.24 3.6

Storage Space / Espace de stockage 0

Retail Space / Expace de vendre 0

0

Electrical Equipment / Equipment electrique

Electric Tools / Utils 2 5 10

Electric Vehicles / Voitures electrique 0

0

Subtotal/ Sous-totale (KWh) 13.6

Conversion Factor / Facteur de conversion Ontario 0.04 KG CO2/kWhr

Subtotal/ Sous-totale (kg CO2) 0.544 kg CO2 per yr 

Derivative Products (Cream/Candy, etc) / 

Autres Produits (bon bons, etc.)

Phase Converters, Transformers / 

Transformateurs de puissance et autres equipments électriques



Scope 3 Activities

 We provide a risk analyzer in our toolkit  that allows you to examine risk in 

your upstream and downstream indirect emissions

 You itemize your

Scope 3 emission

activities

 You rate the

frequency or volume

of these activities

 You rate the extent

to which you think

they may present 

an emissions risk

 Example:

 Taps are used every

year in high volume

 The amount of

emission risk per

tap is low

 Hence purchased

taps are Medium Risk

Quantity Per Yr / Quantitée Par An Emission Risk / Risque d'Emissions Assessed Risk Rating / Risque Evaluée

Upstream Activities /Activités en Amont

Equipment Purchased (each yr) / Equipement Achetée (chaque année)

Taps / Chalumeaux High / Haute Low / Bas Medium / Moyen

Lines / Tubulures Low / Bas Low / Bas Low / Bas

Buckets / Seaux Low / Bas Low / Bas Low / Bas

Covers / Couvercles Low / Bas Low / Bas Low / Bas

Tanks / Réservoirs Low / Bas Low / Bas Low / Bas

Filters / Filtres Low / Bas Low / Bas Low / Bas

Extractors, RO / Séperateurs, OI Low / Bas Low / Bas Low / Bas

Cleaning Chemicals / Produits de Nettoyage Medium / Moyen Medium / Moyen Medium / Moyen

Boiling Accessories / Utils d'embouilliage N/A Medium / Moyen N/A

N/A N/A N/A

N/A N/A N/A

Packaging Used / Emballage Utilisée

Bottles / Bouteilles High / Haute High / Haute High / Haute

Labels / Etiquettes High / Haute Low / Bas Medium / Moyen

Candy & Cream Containers / Boites pour Bonbons N/A Low / Bas N/A

Caps / Bouchons High / Haute Low / Bas Medium / Moyen

Barrels / Barils N/A Low / Bas N/A

N/A N/A N/A

Downstream Activities / Activités en Avale

Transportation

Supplies / Provisions Low / Bas High / Haute Medium / Moyen

Shipping of Finished Products /Expedition des produits Medium / Moyen High / Haute High / Haute

Employee Commuting / Voyages quotidien des employés N/A High / Haute N/A

Business-related Travel / Voyages d'Affaires N/A High / Haute N/A

N/A N/A N/A

N/A N/A N/A

Waste Generated / Déchets N/A

During Operations / Pendant Exploitation N/A Medium / Moyen N/A

End-of-Life Equipment Disposal / Au fin de vie d'euipments N/A Medium / Moyen N/A

N/A N/A N/A

Scope 3 Carbon Emission Risk Analysis / Analyse de Risque d'Emissions de Portée 3



Scope 3 Considerations
 Evaluation of Scope 3 risks is via a risk assessment only because Canada does 

not yet require all manufacturers to disclose their carbon footprint per unit of 

product sold

 Consequently we use a risk assessment approach to target the high risk activities 

that require closer analysis

 Other risks are then scaled in proportion to the highest risk using a conservative 

allowance for emissions (to account for possible errors in risk ratings)

 Number of High Risks x Emission of the Highest Risk

 Number of Medium Risks x ½ Emission of the Highest Risk

 Number of Low Risks x ¼ Emission of the Highest Risk

 For Maple Syrup producers the highest Scope 3 risk is in product packaging

 High volume and relatively high emissions per new bottle

 Current regulations prohibit re-use of maple syrup bottles

 Why? New bottles are not required for alcohol



Summary – For Producers
 Carbon Neutral maple syrup production is within reach for all maple syrup producers 

regardless of their size or fuel usage 

 Most producers will employ both reverse osmosis and improved heat management to 

attain carbon-neutral production

 Producers who do not use reverse osmosis will need to pay more attention to heat 

management

 Our freely distributed toolkit and guide (available in both English & French) facilitates 

the transition

 Next Steps:

 Download and read the detailed guide on Becoming Net-Zero Maple Syrup Producer

 Make the decision to transition to net-zero emission production and inform 

paul@espritdanslaforet.ca who will coordinate Q&A and further support if you require it

 Download the GHG toolkit spreadsheet and work through it

 Register your completed spreadsheet with OMPSA Climate Change Committee

 We are working on a branding program for net-zero producers

 We are also exploring opportunities for financial assistance & carbon credits

mailto:paul@espritdanslaforet.ca


What is the maple syrup industry doing?
 The opportunity to brand maple syrup products as carbon-neutral 

is a significant growth opportunity for producers

 Hospitality industry consumers and major food retailers are seeking to 

decarbonize their own supply chains

 Net-zero maple syrup is highly differentiated and provides the 

opportunity to grow market share for maple syrup as a carbon friendly 

sweetener as well as a great-tasting syrup

 The Ontario Maple Syrup Association is committed to transitioning 

the industry to a carbon-neutral basis

 Helping raise awareness of the threat of climate change to producers

 Providing education and support to maple syrup producers seeking to 

mitigate and minimize that threat

 Providing resources and support to producers of all sizes seeking to 

transition to become net-zero producers

 Maximizing the opportunity for net-zero branding of maple syrup

 Making it easier to monetize carbon credits for maple syrup producers



Supplementary Info



Summary – For Government Audience

 Where we need better government support:

 Allow the industry to reduce cost of sales and improve amount of re-use of glass bottles

 Or alternatively admit beverage & maple syrup bottles into the alcohol bottle recycling system

 Provide financial assistance to producers in implementation of carbon neutral best practices:

 Use of reverse osmosis to reduce the amount of sap to boil

 Modification of existing evaporators to improve heat efficiency

 Regulations for higher heat efficiency on new evaporators sold

 Facilitate the availability of carbon credits for net-negative maple syrup producers

 Alternatively provide a tax credit for Net-zero maple syrup production

 Subsidize availability and distribution of educational material and technical support for 

producers seeking to transition
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